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The Ultimate Playbook for Video Marketing

By 2017

74%

of Internet
traffic will
be video

Video has quickly established itself as an essential part of
any well-rounded online marketing strategy. More than half of
marketing professionals worldwide say video is the best type of
content for ROI. Ninety-three percent are already using video for
online campaigns, putting you well in the minority if you’ve passed
up on this powerful medium. By 2017, 74 percent of Internet
traffic will be video. Use this guide to boost your own marketing
campaigns with engaging videos promoting your brand.
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Establishing an Objective

As with any marketing strategy, it’s important to establish your objective in the early stages of
video production, so you don’t waste time on an idea that isn’t in line with your long-term goal. A
clear objective will help you trim your budget and stick to a laser-focused approach that meets your
campaign’s needs. Common objectives for marketing videos include:

Building brand
awareness

Generating
new leads

Driving online
engagement

Demonstrating a
product or service

Educating
the market

Making
a sale

Once you’ve established an objective, you need to decide how you’ll measure success in this area.
For example, if your objective is to generate new leads, you can measure success by the number of
viewers who submit their contact information. You might decide to measure online engagement using
the number of comments, shares, or likes a video receives.
A good video marketing campaign never leaves the viewer at a loss as to what they should do next.
Include a strong call to action at the end, making the purpose of your video clear. This could be a call
to purchase your product, request a free sample, sign up for your newsletter, or sign a petition. If your
viewer simply shrugs and moves on, your objective wasn’t clear enough.
Keep your objective as focused as possible. While it’s tempting to aim for a video campaign with
broad, all-encompassing appeal, it’s much easier and more affordable to stick with a video that has
one clear goal. Instead of aiming to convince everyone that they need your cooking implements in
their home, quickly show how busy moms can benefit from your tools. Your message will come
across much clearer.
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Confirming Your Audience

With a clear objective, you’re halfway to defining your audience. However, it’s not enough to know who
you’re targeting. You should also identify how they shop, what they want, and where they are in their
journey with you. If you’re targeting young professionals with your time-management products, you
should go on to determine what their biggest problem is. Do they want to increase productivity during
a subway commute, streamline meetings to create more time in their day, or just prioritize their tasks
so they’re out of office in time for dinner and drinks?
Most consumers go through a five-stage purchasing cycle. This includes:

1

2

3

4

5

Realizing
a need

Researching
options

Analyzing and
comparing top
contenders

Making a
purchase

Post-purchase
evaluation

Determining your viewer’s position in the purchasing cycle will help you tailor your message. A video
that helps consumers realize a need will play differently than one that points out how your service is
superior to competitors. Newcomers to your brand will benefit from a video that shares your mission.
A customer who has already purchased your widget will get great satisfaction out of a how-to video
that demonstrates new and creative uses for it.
Know who you’re talking to and where they stand with your company, so you can craft a message
that speaks to a niche audience. As with your objective, it’s best to take a more focused approach.
You can’t please everyone, so get to know your audience and devise a strategy that will strike a
chord with them.
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Choosing Your Message
Online videos are typically short and sweet, so you want to choose a concise message
that you can get across in just a few minutes. There are several popular formats that
may serve your purposes. Try these options on and see if they suit your objectives.

DIY or How-To
A DIY or how-to video demonstrates how
customers can solve a problem. With the DIY
approach, viewers typically need a healthy dose
of creativity and ingenuity. This video is for you
if you have a product that’s well-suited to the
crafty set. How-to videos are ideal for products
that can use a little explaining. Show customers
how to use your exercise equipment or featurepacked app and they may experience that “ah-ha”
moment where they see the value of your item.

Event Promo
If your company is hosting a big event, an
engaging video is a great way to get the
buzz going. You can also use this type
of video to hype a big sale or the launch
of a new line. Customers are particularly
receptive to event videos around the
holidays when they’re looking for events
that will get them in a festive mood.
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Product Release
A well-crafted video highlighting the release
of a new product can get customers excited
before it even hits shelves. Video games use
these trailers regularly to get their fans excited
and score pre-orders. This type of video is
particularly well-suited to the tech space
where you can show your current users what
to expect with the newest version of a beloved
product or program.

Behind the Scenes
Behind the scenes videos offer an enticing
look at something your customers wouldn’t
usually get to see. This could be a sneak
peek at the development and design of
a new product, a look at your production
line, or a video of your employees in action
volunteering for a good cause.

About Us
Give your customers a better understanding
of your brand with a classic “About Us” video.
This type of video will typically highlight your
mission statement and how you’re different.
This is where you show the small farms you
source your ingredients from or the charitable
causes you donate to. Give your buyers a
deeper understanding of where their dollars
are going and what you’re all about.
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Company Culture
Many companies operate entirely online,
making it difficult to put a relatable face
on the business. What’s your company
culture all about? If it includes a creative
office environment or outstanding customer
connections, this type of video can shine a
spotlight on characteristics and qualities
that really drive your brand.

Once you’ve chosen a message, you can fine-tune it by selecting the right voice. Will you highlight
real employees and customers? Use an engaging animation with a warm, friendly voice-over?
Perhaps you have a celebrity in your corner who will lend their talents. Make sure you put a
likable personality behind your brand and choose a voice that conveys the right tone, whether it’s
distinguished and refined or laid-back and witty.
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Planning the Video

Week
0
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5

3-5
minute
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With your message in mind and a few creative ideas on hand,
you can start approaching the more practical aspects of video
production. First, you’ll need to determine your budget. This
naturally sets some boundaries around the type of video you can
produce. Make sure you include distribution in your budget as
well. Fortunately, video production is extremely flexible. As long as
you know your numbers, you can come up with a strategy that will
deliver a quality piece within your means.
The typical marketing video lasts three to five minutes. This
type of standard video usually takes four to six weeks to
complete, from the award of contract to a video production
company to receipt of the final deliverables. Most companies can
accommodate a shorter production time, but it’s important to
make your timeframe clear from the beginning.
The next step is the exciting pre-production stage. This is where
you’ll define your approach and select the talent that will make
your video come to life. Your video production company will
present an outline or treatment for the video, and you’ll scout out
the perfect location together. Finally, you’ll put together a script
and lay out the production schedule.
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Video Marketing Strategies

300

hours of video
uploaded

1
min

62%
of mobile viewers surf
YouTube for new content

68%

of mobile video
viewers share
content

With video marketing, producing an outstanding video is
only the first step. With your finished piece in hand, the
next challenge is getting the world to see it. YouTube is
overwhelmingly popular with over a billion users, but with 300
hours of video uploaded to the site every minute, it takes
some serious marketing to spread the word about yours.
Make your video searchable with a strong title, clear keywordrich description, and smart relevant tags. Brand your channel
with a custom background and colors that make your page
stand out. Cross-promote your video across other social media
platforms including Facebook and Twitter. Nearly half of mobile
viewers use apps to view video content rather than a webpage,
so social media apps are a powerful tool for sharing your
content. Sixty-two percent of mobile viewers surf YouTube
for new content and 68 percent of mobile video viewers share
content they enjoy.
With so much noise online, it’s worth it to invest in paid
advertising for your video as well. Native advertising is a
powerful way to promote your ad. With prime placement on
related sites, this type of advertising can drive new customers
to your video and help you earn those first few likes and shares
as your piece gains popularity.
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The Magic of
Video Marketing

The brain processes
the information
from a video

60,000
times faster
than text

Video marketing is a flexible medium that’s unlike any other
marketing tool. It’s instantly engaging and incredibly useful
as a means of communication because it allows you to both
show and tell the consumer about your message. There are
dramatic differences between the way the brain processes
video versus text. Reading is an active pursuit that engages
deep cognitive efforts and requires a long attention span.
Meanwhile, videos are a passive pursuit. The brain processes
the information from a video 60,000 times faster than text.
This medium also helps the consumer create a stronger
empathic connection. The brain can mirror what it views in
a video as though it’s a part of that action. The success of a
video isn’t measured solely in views. Time spent with a video
offers a more powerful experience, improving the customer
journey in a way other mediums can’t.
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Enjoying the Returns
on Video Marketing

73%

To truly appreciate the impact of your video, you need to set
up website and video analytics to give you the appropriate
feedback. There are numerous tools at your disposal, from
Google Analytics and YouTube’s analytic services to more
specialized options like Hubspot or Optify.

71%

Though video views aren’t necessarily the most important
metric, it’s impossible to ignore this number. To get a better
understanding of these views, make sure you check the
number of unique viewers and the average attention span.
This will let you know if people are watching the video
multiple times and whether they’re watching your piece
through to the conclusion. Tweets, shares, and likes on social
media and email forwards for messages with your video
included will let you know how sharable your content is.

People are

more likely to make a purchase
after a watching a video

of viewers say that online video
content leaves them with a
more positive impression of the
brand or company

96%

of people cite videos as a
helpful resource for making
purchasing decisions

A well-crafted video will have a significant impact on your
customer experience. People are 73 percent more likely to
make a purchase after a watching a video. An impressive
71 percent of viewers say that online video content leaves
them with a more positive impression of the brand or
company, and 96 percent cite videos as a helpful resource
for making purchasing decisions. Video is a valuable tool
that takes your customers beyond what you can offer with a
photo or text description. Bring your products to life and give
your brand a winning personality with a well-crafted piece.
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In Conclusion
Videos are rapidly increasing in popularity, with both B2C and B2B marketers ranking
them in the top three most effective tactics for social media marketing. Sixty-five percent
of your audience is comprised of visual learners, and 59 percent of viewers will watch
your video through to completion if it’s under a minute. Whether you want to demonstrate
a new product, give your corporate culture a friendly face, or let your buyers behind the
scenes, video is the best medium you can use to enhance the customer experience.
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